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Overview and core statements

When looking at the main questions along the entire battery value chain, it becomes clear that there are no insurmountable obstacles that could prevent the widespread market diffusion of battery-electric passenger cars, particularly during the decisive ramp-up phase between 2020 and 2030+. However, numerous technological, economic, ecological, regulatory and societal challenges still need to be tackled in the coming decade. The most important findings are summarized below, followed by a more detailed description in the individual chapters.

01
Do electric cars have a better environmental footprint than conventional passenger cars?
The electric cars sold in Germany today have a much better greenhouse gas emissions balance than conventional passenger cars over their entire service life, if the energy transition progresses as planned. Their climate footprint and environmental performance can be further improved through energy-efficient battery production that is focused on renewable energy sources, more renewable power used for charging and driving, and a closed-loop resource cycle. Like all passenger cars, however, electric cars also have negative environmental impacts, so that transforming the transport sector must also involve changed mobility behavior (fewer and smaller vehicles, fewer trips).

More information on page 11

02
What measures can improve the social and environmental impacts?
Extracting the raw materials and producing technical components are associated with ecological and social risks regardless of the drive technology used. These risks vary in their severity depending on how weak the legislation and state institutions are in the respective countries. The impacts of battery production and resource extraction represent ecological hotspots in the value creation chain of electric cars. International initiatives with regard to corporate due diligence obligations including their legal framework are sensible starting points. Improved conditions can be achieved by management and support and not by relocating production.

More information on page 12

03
Do we have enough global resources?
From a global point of view, the raw materials required for batteries like lithium, cobalt, nickel, manganese and graphite are available in sufficient quantities. The development towards low-cobalt and nickel-rich high-energy batteries will further relieve the pressure on the resource situation for cobalt. The situation concerning lithium is ununcritical, but there are still uncertainties about nickel. Temporary shortages or supply bottlenecks or price increases cannot be ruled out in the short to medium term for individual raw materials. For lithium, more advanced recycling processes on an industrial scale will become increasingly important in the future.

More information on page 13

04
What factors are important for competitive battery cell production?
Access to affordable raw materials and components for batteries will continue to be decisive for competition in the future as well. It is also important that costs decrease for plants, equipment and labor; this can be achieved through economies of scale as well as energy-efficient and automated production (with smart control for example). The experience of Asian producers here gives them an obvious advantage, and European and German manufacturers will have to compensate for this through learning effects and interim additional costs. Unique selling points that are decisive for competition could be created in the future by higher energy densities, rapid charging capacities, lower costs and sustainable production (for example, by using renewable energy sources for production).

More information on page 14
Will the diffusion of electric mobility mean job losses?

Although there are different assessments of the employment effects in the automotive industry and its suppliers, the majority reckon with a significant drop in employment in Germany. Battery cell production itself is highly automated, which is why its positive employment effects are limited. However, there are relevant employment effects resulting from upstream and downstream value chains. There are likely to be positive employment effects in other areas such as electricity generation or the construction of charging infrastructure. Regions and companies that rely on internal combustion engine powertrains and that are particularly affected by structural change must develop a sustainable business and employment model. If required, they must be supported by proactive industrial and employment policy measures so that, combined with the natural age fluctuation – structural change can be shaped in a socially compatible way.

More information on page 15

How will batteries develop and what ranges can we expect?

In the last ten years, the energy density of the large lithium-ion batteries (LIB) used in electric cars has almost doubled to an average of 200 Wh/kg or 400 Wh/l today. The energy density (especially the volumetric density) could double again by 2030, provided that the major R&D challenges involved are successfully managed. Other battery parameters must continue to meet the application-specific minimum requirements. This means that driving range will increase for electric cars as well user acceptance of them. However, to realize this doubling of energy density at the battery system level and reach real driving ranges in most electric car models of more than 600 kilometers, additional space and weight-reducing innovations are needed in battery module/pack production and must be integrated into the vehicles as well. Other strategies are needed to reduce the energy consumption of electric cars (for example, improved insulation, and reducing heating and energy consumption through electronics, lightweight construction etc.).

More information on page 17

Are electric vehicles economical?

Today and without additional funding support, it is more expensive to purchase an electric vehicle than a conventional one. There has been a reduction in purchasing costs in recent years, however, due to falling battery prices. This trend is likely to continue and prices could be at a similar level by about 2025. Due to their lower utilization costs, some electric vehicles already perform better today in terms of total costs of ownership (TCO). Purchasing subsidies help to reduce the cost difference when buying an electric vehicle. There are still uncertainties with regard to their resale value. The TCO benefits should be clearly communicated to final users, since the purchase price is often the main factor influencing decisions to buy today.

More information on page 19

Will there be supply bottlenecks along the value creation chain?

Today, there are already various reasons for isolated temporary supply bottlenecks along the value chain. Examples include the raw materials needed for batteries and cell production and the production and distribution of electric cars. The companies are aware of these and counteract the risks by diversifying their suppliers, for example, through strategic industrial cooperation along the value chain, research cooperation, joint ventures and in-house production. These efforts are supported by the government, and this coordinated approach should not be changed in the future in order to reduce the industry’s supply dependency.

More information on page 16

How will charging infrastructure develop?

Charging infrastructure at home or at the workplace is already important for electric cars today and will continue to be so in the future. The public fast-charging network is already well developed for today’s needs, but will have to be expanded in the future. Financial support of private charging infrastructure should be combined with mandatory participation in managed charging to avoid costs for expanding the electricity distribution networks and support the integration of renewable energies. Action is required for those electric car users who do not have the option of private charging, and for legal measures to expand the charging infrastructure in rental and jointly owned properties. The currently very dynamic development of fast-charging infrastructure is expected to meet the demand for rapid charging in the coming decade. The current trend towards charging capacities of up to 100 kW for medium-sized cars and considerably higher up to 350 kW for top-range models will significantly reduce the charging time needed for electric cars in the future.

More information on page 18

Will we have enough electricity and are the electricity networks equipped for e-mobility?

There are sufficient amounts of electricity available in Germany for electric vehicles in the next few years so this is not an obstacle to the expansion of e-mobility. Only some electricity networks need to be expanded for electric vehicles, because EV charging is often staggered over time. Managed charging will continue to reduce the need for grid expansion and should be promoted. Expanding the electricity networks can be financed via the existing grid use fees.

More information on page 20

What role is played by the secondary use of vehicle batteries?

Concepts for the secondary use of traction batteries are currently being tested and could become relevant from about 2030 – when significant numbers of returned used vehicle batteries are expected. It is not yet clear today what proportion of these used batteries can still find use as stationary storage systems or in other applications. For viable business models, second-life batteries must be available with sufficient residual performance that can be integrated at correspondingly low costs. Standardization and warranty issues must be considered in a cost-effective business model (for example, through appropriate owner and operator models). Whether this can be implemented is a controversial topic at present and requires further techno-economic research.

More information on page 21

What happens to the used batteries?

Recycling vehicle batteries is now considered technically feasible and is being implemented industrially in pilot plants. The research on economical, energy- and material-efficient recycling processes is not yet complete given the background of changing cell chemicals. Current legislation on battery recycling is not suitable for the expected sharp rise in the number of used batteries in Europe and is currently being revised.

More information on page 22
Introduction

Background

The current climate movements and protests taking place around the globe have increased the demands for politicians to introduce and implement stricter climate measures. Examples include putting a price on CO2, making flying more expensive or limiting or banning cars powered by internal combustion engines. The decarbonization goals affect every sector including energy, industry, buildings/households and transport. However, the transport sector is responsible for about 25 percent of the greenhouse gas emissions in Europe and is the only sector to display rising greenhouse gas emissions over the last few years due to the increasing demand for mobility services. Therefore, the need for sustainable mobility concepts and the corresponding technical solutions is and will continue to be particularly urgent here.

There is now widespread consensus in science and industry: batteries, especially optimized lithium-ion batteries, are a key technology for electric cars and the most important powerhouse technology of the future. The market will really take off during the period 2020–2030+. Other fuels and drive technologies, such as hydrogen combined with fuel cells or synthetic fuels, will also play a role in the future. However, there are still technological, economic, ecological, regulatory and social challenges that must be addressed in the next decade. For batteries, electric cars are the most important and the biggest growth market by far. From 2030, they could account for between 25 and 75 percent of newly registered passenger cars worldwide, depending on the underlying study [1]. This leads to a battery demand of 1 to 6 TWh/year. Batteries are also used in smaller (e.g. e-bikes) and larger mobility applications (e.g. electric buses, electric trucks), stationary (e.g. power storage systems at home), and industrial applications (e.g. forklift trucks). In addition, they are the basis for many other consumer applications such as smartphones and tablets.

The current climate movements and protests taking place around the globe have increased the demands for politicians to introduce and implement stricter climate measures. Examples include putting a price on CO2, making flying more expensive or limiting or banning cars powered by internal combustion engines. The decarbonization goals affect every sector including energy, industry, buildings/households and transport. However, the transport sector is responsible for about 25 percent of the greenhouse gas emissions in Europe and is the only sector to display rising greenhouse gas emissions over the last few years due to the increasing demand for mobility services. Therefore, the need for sustainable mobility concepts and the corresponding technical solutions is and will continue to be particularly urgent here.

There is now widespread consensus in science and industry: batteries, especially optimized lithium-ion batteries, are a key technology for electric cars and the most important powerhouse technology of the future. The market will really take off during the period 2020–2030+. Other fuels and drive technologies, such as hydrogen combined with fuel cells or synthetic fuels, will also play a role in the future. However, there are still technological, economic, ecological, regulatory and social challenges that must be addressed in the next decade. For batteries, electric cars are the most important and the biggest growth market by far. From 2030, they could account for between 25 and 75 percent of newly registered passenger cars worldwide, depending on the underlying study [1]. This leads to a battery demand of 1 to 6 TWh/year. Batteries are also used in smaller (e.g. e-bikes) and larger mobility applications (e.g. electric buses, electric trucks), stationary (e.g. power storage systems at home), and industrial applications (e.g. forklift trucks). In addition, they are the basis for many other consumer applications such as smartphones and tablets.

The sustainability, economic efficiency and technological maturity of battery technology is frequently doubted by the public, the media, politicians, decision-makers in enterprises and even some experts. In this context, the following chapters perform a fact check on batteries in electric cars from a scientific perspective and use this to highlight the fields requiring action. This Policy Brief addresses politicians, experts and the public in equal measure, and summarizes the state of knowledge and current insights with its focus on “Batteries for electric cars”.

Approach and methodology

The fact check examines twelve questions along the battery value creation chain from raw material extraction, material component manufacture, production of battery cells, modules and packs through their use in the vehicles up to closed-loop recycling concepts. Answers to these questions are found by comparing and evaluating relevant studies (meta literature analysis) and articles as well as some of Fraunhofer ISI’s own scientific analyses. This leads to some fuzziness and ranges with regard to the assumptions and therefore the results. In fact, many of the studies used to answer the questions raised were conducted some time ago or rely on data and assumptions from the period 2010–2015.

Core statements

When looking at the main questions along the entire battery value creation chain, it becomes clear that there is nothing to prevent the widespread market diffusion of battery-electric passenger cars, which represent the most important alternative to conventional cars with internal combustion engines, particularly in the period 2020-2030+. There are no „deal breakers“. However, there are still technological, economic, ecological, regulatory and social challenges that must be addressed in the next decade.

In general, a science-based comparison shows that battery cars perform better than passenger cars with internal combustion engines, even when selecting unfavorable parameters for the battery technology. The developments between 2020 and 2030 will increasingly improve the technology if the corresponding R&D efforts are made. The parallel expansion of renewable energy sources, market acceleration, and technological maturity of battery technology and electric vehicles will help electric cars evolve into a low-carbon, cost-effective and more sustainable alternative to conventional passenger cars, which also perform well in terms of range and have the relevant infrastructure. For this to become a reality, however, further action is required.

www.isi.fraunhofer.de
Do electric cars have a better environmental footprint than conventional passenger cars?

Manufacturing electric cars is much more energy-intensive than producing conventional passenger cars due to the battery production processes. Depending on the energy source used, the energy efficiency of production and the size of the battery, there are between 70 and 130 percent more greenhouse gas emissions than for producing gasoline or diesel vehicles. However, driving an electric car causes fewer greenhouse gas emissions, although this depends on the electricity used. Based on the standard German power mix and the assumption that the energy transition progresses as planned, i.e. the share of renewables continues to increase, an electric vehicle purchased today has 15 to 30 percent fewer greenhouse gas emissions in the overall balance of production, utilization and recycling over its entire service life than a comparable conventional passenger car [2–8]. This will continue to improve in future.

The energy transition and its continued progress is therefore very important for the life cycle assessment of electric cars. The greenhouse gas balance improves even more if mainly or solely renewable power is used to charge the vehicles - and almost 50 percent of electric car users in Germany have their own PV system at home, and a third of these their own battery storage.

The majority of studies in this field conclude that the recycling phase does not have a significant influence when comparing greenhouse gas balances. However, there are still uncertainties here. Secondary use of the vehicle batteries for stationary applications, for example, to store energy produced by PV, can further improve the greenhouse gas balance of EVs [3, 4].

It should be pointed out that the greenhouse gas balance can vary strongly from case to case. For instance, the greenhouse gas balance for an electric vehicle with a large battery capacity and low mileage that is generally only charged using today’s power mix in Germany is not much better than for the corresponding conventional vehicle.

Using renewable energies to produce the batteries, something several manufacturers are attempting to do and which can be economical, as well as making production more energy-efficient can further improve the greenhouse gas balance of EVs in the future [9]. This also applies to the development of secondary use concepts.

With regard to the greenhouse gas balance, the attempts being made by several manufacturers to increase the battery capacities of EVs should be critically reviewed. Tension exists here between environmental and economic issues. Due to range anxiety, larger batteries are often preferred to increase user acceptance.

In addition to greenhouse gas emissions, both conventional and electric passenger cars have other environmental impacts that occur not just during use, but also when extracting the raw materials, during production and disposal. Raw material extraction and production strongly influence the overall environmental footprint of electric cars. This is why, when considering the entire life cycle, electric cars currently have disadvantages in some environmental protection categories compared to conventional cars. These include the categories particulate emissions, water use, acidification (emissions of acid-forming gases that pollute ecosystems on land and in water) and human toxicity (emissions of substances that are toxic or carcinogenic for humans [10, 11]). Electric cars have environmental advantages in terms of summer smog (formation of ozone close to the ground with its adverse health effects), overfertilization (emissions of nutrients like nitrates and phosphates that are a risk to ecosystems), land use and greenhouse gas emissions.
Different studies of future scenarios for the year 2030 show that the negative environmental impacts of electric cars can be reduced in the future. Greening the power mix plays a major role here. In some fields, it is not yet clear how the comparison will develop by 2030. Compared to conventional cars, electric cars in 2030 will probably have advantages with regard to acidification, but still disadvantages in terms of human toxicity [10]. The latter is mainly due to the fact that battery production weighs so heavily in their environmental footprint. However, this also harbors huge potentials for improvement. It is only possible to reach a clear conclusion when comparing the environmental balances of electric cars and conventional cars by prioritizing different environmental categories or assigning them different weights. Currently, top priority is given to the greenhouse gas balance.

As every drive technology has environmental impacts, in addition to alternative drives and fuels, we must also change our mobility behavior and reduce vehicle fleets and mileages. Suitable approaches here include incentive systems, for example, and innovative town and infrastructure planning with special consideration of local public transport [12].

In addition, they support the local authorities in establishing monitoring and control mechanisms. Strong state institutions in the mining countries are the most important factor for improving environmental and social standards. From the perspective of the countries and companies processing the raw materials, establishing mandatory corporate due diligence is the most promising approach to combat the terrible conditions. These due diligence obligations require companies to identify, disclose and take measures to mitigate the social and environmental risks in their value chains. This can only be achieved on a broad scale through legislation. The first legal requirements exist for the so-called conflict resources (gold, tin, tungsten, and tantalum from the DR Congo and neighboring countries) in the US-American Dodd Frank Act, the Chinese Due Diligence Guidelines and the EU Regulation 2017/821. Besides this, there are several international initiatives involving companies that are trying to increase compliance with corporate due diligence obligations (for example, Responsible Cobalt Initiative, Initiative Drive Sustainability). Overall, developments are moving in the right direction, but require substantial additional efforts and commitment on the part of the actors involved.

What measures can improve the social and environmental impacts?

The following section discusses measures to improve environmental and social impacts along the value creation chains of electric cars. To do so, individual environmental and social impacts are cited, but these are not suitable either for a comparison to other drive technologies, nor for an assessment of the environmental balance in general. These points are discussed in question 01.

Raw material extraction and production are particularly relevant for the negative environmental impacts of electric cars [10, 11], because of the large demand for resources and complex and costly production processes on the one hand. On the other hand, the corresponding impacts are enhanced by the often inadequate environmental, social and safety standards on location or the lack of control and regulation mechanisms to enforce them.

The raw materials relevant for batteries are cobalt, lithium, nickel, manganese and graphite. Electric cars also need the rare-earth elements of neodymium, praseodymium and dysprosium for the electric motor. Water shortages are the biggest concern when extracting lithium from salt lakes in Chile, Argentina and Bolivia given the existing water scarcity here, although this requires more research. Closely connected with this issue are conflicts with local indigenous groups [13, 14].

60 percent of the world’s mined cobalt comes from the Congo, and 15 to 20 percent of this from small-scale mining companies [15]. The lack of occupational health and safety measures in artisanal mining results in direct contact with heavy metals (especially uranium) in the rocks as well as fatal accidents. Children labor full-time in light work preparing the rocks to sell, but also in the most difficult and risky work. These terrible conditions are weighed against the fact that small-scale mining enables those involved to make a living wage [15].

Boycotting small-scale mining in the Democratic Republic of Congo will not improve the situation of those involved. It would be better to improve the conditions and formalize and regulate small-scale mining, for example, through the certified trading chain initiatives of the Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe (BGR) (German Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources). Among other things, these support artisanal mining cooperatives with the relevant formalization and the achievement of minimum standards.

Do we have enough global resources?

Studies from 2005 to 2015 already concluded that there are sufficient raw materials for batteries such as lithium, cobalt, nickel, manganese and graphite for global electric mobility needs [16–19]. The global reserves usually clearly exceed the predicted demand, even if the demand for resources continues to increase in parallel due to other applications. However, temporary shortages or price increases for individual resources cannot be ruled out, for example, if new production sites have to be developed, if the raw materials cannot be produced in line with demand for a certain period, or if exports from producer countries cannot always be guaranteed in sufficient quantities [20, 21].

In contrast to earlier studies, there was broad consensus in the period 2016–2019 about which specific battery technologies and cell chemistries should be developed, produced and installed in electric cars in the next ten years and longer. In line with this, it is considered unlikely that the weight proportion of lithium will be significantly reduced in high-energy batteries (about 72 grams of lithium per kilogram of battery cell), but it is very probable that the weight proportion of cobalt can be drastically reduced (from 200 grams per kilogram of battery cell for NMC 111 to 60 grams per kilogram of battery cell for NMC 811). For example, switching to high-energy NMC batteries (lithium-rich materials with a high concentration of manganese), which are currently still being developed, could counteract the increased demand for nickel. Often, studies prior to 2016 did not consider this technology change nor the recently accelerated market ramp-up [22, 1, 21]. In last few years, actual demand has frequently overtaken the predicted growth in demand. This is taken into account in the basic statements of more recent studies [23, 24]. According to Fraunhofer ISI’s own calculations, the primary material demand around 2030 is likely to be slightly higher for lithium than in previous studies, comparable for cobalt, and significantly higher for nickel [25]. For 2050, these calculations forecast a global demand for lithium of 1 to 1.3 million tonnes (more than in previous studies - cumulative 14 to 20 million tonnes by 2050), 150,000 to 250,000 tonnes for cobalt (much lower demand due to the use of materials with reduced cobalt content, cumulative 6 to 9 million tonnes by 2050) and 4 to 6 million tonnes for nickel (slightly lower due to the systems that may be available containing lower concentrations of nickel, cumulative 70 to 110 million tonnes by 2050).
As the terrestrial lithium reserves amount to 14 million tonnes and lithium resources to 62 million tonnes according to current data [26], the availability of lithium does not pose a major threat, in principle. For cobalt, the reserves are 89 million tonnes and the resources are 130 million tonnes. More than 90 percent nickel and cobalt can be recovered from used batteries [18]. As long as batteries are collected and recycled, this can help to secure the supply of raw materials in the future. However, there is still uncertainty about the role of the future used car market and therefore the whereabouts of many of the lithium-ion batteries from electric cars. For cobalt, it may even be possible to temporarily balance demand and supply using recycled materials because new cathode materials strongly reduce the amount of cobalt needed. If high collection rates can be guaranteed and 25 to 50 percent of the lithium can be recovered from used batteries, lithium from battery recycling could cover 10 to 30 percent of the annual demand until 2050 [27].

What factors are important for competitive battery cell production?

Mass production of competitive battery cells in Europe has been discussed for several years. More and more Asian manufacturers, in particular, are announcing plans to develop battery production capacities in Europe. For instance, factories are planned in Hungary and Poland from 2020 with double digit GWh capacities/year. The Chinese company CATL has begun establishing cell production in Germany [28]. Other producers have made similar announcements: Between 2025 and 2030, production capacities of at least 250 to 300 GWh/year [29–36] are expected in Europe, mainly of Asian battery manufacturers, whose plans are matched on a similar scale by European cell producers [37–42]. This should result in total production capacities of 300 to 400 GWh/year by 2025 and around 500 to 600 GWh/year by 2030. The projects of Asian stakeholders are often already much more concrete and more advanced than those of the Europeans. They also have a clear roadmap scaled over every new and small cell manufacturer.

In particular, guaranteed demand through stable supplier relationships appears to be a decisive (stability) criterion for developing local production sites and the corresponding investments by Asian manufacturers. Spatial proximity to customers from the automotive sector is obviously more important than possible locational disadvantages in terms of the production costs in Europe. In fact, location-independent material and equipment costs are the largest cost items in battery cells - together accounting for about 70 to 80 percent [43]. Due to the high and rising share of material costs in a battery cell, access to reasonably priced raw materials and components for batteries is a major element of competition both today and in the future. It is easier for well-established, large Asian battery producers with high demand to influence this access and they therefore have an advantage over every new and small cell manufacturer.

Costs for electricity (about 3 percent) [44, 45] and labor (5 to 10 percent) [43, 46] play a smaller but still significant role in battery production. A large proportion of labor costs today is still spent on research and development and this is likely to decline in the future as products and production are further optimized. The trend towards automated production will result in both lower labor cost shares and lower reject rates in the future. These developments should further reduce locational differences and significantly improve the competitiveness of individual producers. The reasons given by Asian battery producers for locating production sites in Germany in particular include the demand for skilled workers, the geographical proximity to OEMs, and the importance of sustainably produced (using renewable energy) batteries.

From the viewpoint of a potential European or German manufacturer, it is important to minimize the locational disadvantages in production and at the same time, if possible, exploit the locational advantages resulting from the strong R&D landscape. The goal is to develop a technically superior product at a competitive price. With regard to the possible unique selling points of a producer, the energy density of the current generation of lithium-ion batteries is already considered strongly optimized and predetermined by the available materials [47]. Alongside high energy density, therefore, unique selling points that are decisive for competition could be rapid charging capability, lower costs and sustainable production (for example by using renewable power in production). Sufficient security must be guaranteed at system level.

Will the diffusion of electric mobility mean job losses?

An electric car is less complex and labor-intensive to produce than a conventional one due to the lower number of components involved. Many studies therefore expect significant job losses, and only a few anticipate a slight increase in employment [48–53]. The results here are determined by five factors: the assumed market acceleration (and especially the share of PHEVs), the market structures (ratio of imports), the geographical limits of the study (e.g. EU, Germany, Baden-Wuerttemberg), the industries considered and their statistical demarcation as well as the consideration of productivity effects. Accordingly, the conclusions of these studies must be interpreted using these criteria. The IAB estimates that 114,000 jobs will be lost by 2035, but does not include hybrid vehicles [50]. For the automobile clusters in Baden-Wuerttemberg, this results in a loss of 31,000 jobs and 8,900 new jobs by 2030 depending on the diffusion assumed [54]. Production sites for powertrains are particularly badly affected here, with job losses between 10 and 46 percent [51]. The ifo Institute calculated a similar range for Bavaria [55]. Both studies conclude that these effects can be countered by active labor market policy measures and natural age-dependent job fluctuation.

The studies often state that cell production and production of the battery system will generate new jobs. However, when looking at the announcements about the jobs being created in the planned German battery cell factories [56–59], it becomes clear that these can in no way compensate for the loss of jobs in conventional component sectors. The great significance of battery cell production is more the result of its role as an “enabler” of upstream value creation stages and the entire battery ecosystem. At European level, the demand for battery capacities around 2030 is likely to amount to 1 TWh. About 40 jobs are created per GWh of battery capacity [60, 61] directly in the production of battery cells and modules (when starting mass production, the demand may be twice as high because of the lack of economies of scale) and more than 200 additional jobs in the upstream value chain for materials, R&D, machinery and equipment manufacturers etc. [61]. Domestic cell production is very relevant, especially for machinery and equipment manufacturers, for example, to achieve references for the global market [61].

The employment effects due to electric mobility therefore extend beyond solely producing the vehicles. Purely electric cars require less servicing and maintenance than those with internal combustion engines [62], but create jobs in other areas such as the energy sector, charging infrastructure or digitalization that have a significant effect [52, 53, 63].
The questions in more detail

06
Will there be supply bottlenecks along the value creation chain?

There is no one answer to the question concerning existing supply bottlenecks for all the actors involved, and this may only affect individual companies. The causes of potential bottlenecks are also very heterogeneous. In the past few years, the global stock of (partially) electrified vehicles (PHEV, BEV) has risen from 1.4 million (2015) to more than 5.6 million (2018) [64]. Delivery delays of up to one year can be observed for individual models [65]. The main causes are likely to be structure, and can be traced back to the increase in demand as well as a lack of production capacities and long supply routes [66, 67, 68].

In addition to delayed deliveries to final customers, there are also reports of bottlenecks between vehicle manufacturers and the suppliers of cells and battery systems [69]. It is also speculated that some battery suppliers are attempting to assert their own interests over those of the OEM [70–72]. There are also isolated problems in procuring the raw materials [73, 74]. To avoid such dependencies, OEM are therefore pursuing a range of different strategies (some in parallel). Greater diversification of suppliers can be observed [75–77], while at the same time companies are forging (some additional) strategic partnerships, for example, BMW with CATL, VW with Northvolt [78], BMW with Samsung [79] or BASF with Nickel [80]. It can also be seen that OEM are closing contracts directly with the suppliers of battery raw materials. Politicians have also recognized the relevance of German or European battery production and are backing its development. For instance, within the context of “Important Projects of Common European Interest” (IPCEI), funding is being provided for company consortia that aim to produce battery cells in Europe. The first consortium consists of Opel, Saft, BMW, VARTA and BASF, among others. Funding is planned for a second consortium [41, 42, 81, 82]. These measures are supported by other regulatory activities such as the ecodesign preparatory study for batteries [83] or the revision of the Batteries Directive (EU Directive 2006/66/EC) [84]. Both aim at reducing raw material dependency and supply bottlenecks by designing, using and recycling batteries more efficiently.

07
How will batteries develop and what ranges can we expect?

The automobile industry is pushing the optimization of vehicle batteries; the focus here is on a higher energy density to achieve greater ranges and simultaneous cost reduction. Standard dimensions have now been defined for the installation space that make the requirements for volumetric energy density even more stringent. This must be increased to accommodate a larger battery capacity in the same amount of space in the future. The cost reduction aims to lower the total costs of electric vehicles. In addition, vehicle batteries should have fast charging capability in the future so that a BEV can be charged in just a few minutes using a DC charging cable. The minimum requirement for battery life is sufficient to cover 150,000 to 200,000 kilometers, roughly equivalent to 1,000 full cycles. Increasing battery capacities and large ranges per charge could lead to relaxing the requirements for battery cycle life in the future [47]. It is not yet possible to draw reliable conclusions about the calendar life of the battery beyond the typical warranty period of 10 years.

All types of battery formats (cylindrical, prismatic, and pouch) and all the main cell chemistries (NCA, NMC, LMO, LFP) are installed in today’s electric cars. In the coming years, cell manufacturers worldwide plan to increasingly use nickel-rich high-energy cathodes and anodes (SiC composite). In the medium term, high capacity NMC materials (for example, lithium-rich “integrated composites”) or high-voltage materials promise even higher energy densities [47]. This should make it possible for conventional cells to increase up to 350 Wh/kg [85] or to over 800 Wh/l [86] (for example by pre-lithiating the anode materials).

Lithium metal anodes could make the ultimate energy density increase feasible (more than 1,000 Wh/l or about 400 Wh/kg [87]). However, using these could require the application of solid electrolytes, and thus technologies which are not yet commercially available. On a laboratory scale, solid-state batteries are already achieving impressive energy densities that makes them very interesting for automobile applications. With regard to production processes and stability, however, major R&D efforts are still required on the path to large-scale commercialization. The fact that some important industrial and scientific players are demonstrating a high level of commitment to this field suggests that the first large-scale solid-state batteries could arrive on the market from about 2025 [47, 88–90], but probably not in cars to start with. So far, cylindrical cells lead the field in terms of energy density. However, the transition from conventional to solid-state batteries, in particular, could rob cylindrical batteries of their lead over pouch or prismatic cells, especially if the use of solid electrolytes requires stacking the electrodes and cylindrical winding is no longer possible.

Depending on the cell format, losses of 8 to 18 percent of gravimetric energy density and 20 to 50 percent of volumetric energy density occur at the transition from cell to module. This loss continues at the transition to system level and is especially pronounced if, for example, fast charging capability places high demands on cooling and safety. Innovations outside the battery cell, such as merging modules and battery packs, for example, could improve the energy density transfer from the cells to the system level. This and further reducing the energy consumption of the vehicles (kWh/km), for example, by better insulation decreasing the need for heating, lowering energy consumption through electronics, lightweight construction etc., could double the range achieved with the same battery space requirement from today’s 250 to 400 kilometers to 500 to 800 kilometers in the next ten years [47, 91, 92].

Higher energy densities and the associated ranges which may be cited in the literature based on alternative cell chemistries are usually still undergoing basic research, and are regarded as speculative from today’s viewpoint. Issues concerning lifetime, safety and producibility, for example, make the use of these kinds of technologies in electric vehicles appear rather unlikely at present. In stationary applications, however, technologies such as sodium-ion batteries could play a role.

08
How will charging infrastructure develop?

Sufficient charging infrastructure is frequently regarded as an essential prerequisite for the market success of electric vehicles [93, 94]. Charging possibilities at home are an important requirement for the acceptance and diffusion of EV, because public charging infrastructure was not widely available to start with. The majority of charging takes place at home with a share of 50 to 75 percent [95]. The combination of an electric car and a photovoltaic system offers economic and environmental benefits. Almost 50 percent of the current EV users in Germany own such a system [96, 97].
Financial support for private charging infrastructure is not absolutely necessary - but could be interesting if combined with mandatory participation in managed charging. Especially in the private sector, managed charging could relieve the pressure on the electricity distribution networks and avoid necessary investments [96, 99]. In addition, charging could be shifted to periods with cheaper electricity prices, which are usually linked to higher shares of renewable power being fed into the grid. This improves the carbon footprint of electric cars [5]. It is also important to make it legally simple to install home charging points, for example, in rental or jointly owned properties.

Another important option is being able to charge vehicles at the workplace [96]. On the one hand, this enables those with no access to private charging to drive an electric car. On the other hand, it could also be worth using an electric vehicle for longer commutes (beyond the vehicle’s range), if there is the chance to recharge it at work. Charging at the workplace is also important to make direct use of photovoltaic power [100]. The fact that commercial electricity prices are sometimes significantly lower than the prices for private households can also result in an economic advantage [101].

It is advisable to differentiate the intended purposes when discussing public charging infrastructure. Public charging infrastructure can act as a substitute for missing private charging options at home. Fast-charging public hubs are currently being set up for this purpose, especially in Chinese megacities. In Germany, however, the availability of garages and designated parking spaces is very high (45 to 70 percent), depending on the size of the municipality, see [102]. As a result, the need for public charging infrastructure as a substitute for charging at home is of secondary importance in the medium term, although it is of particular interest to those who do not own a garage or have a designated parking spot, or who live in jointly owned or rental properties.

Rapid charging infrastructure is probably primarily needed in Germany for longer journeys exceeding the EV’s range. These can already be operated economically with only small service charges and a low utilization of about two hours per day [103]. In Germany at present, there are about 50 electric cars (BEV) for each of the approx. 3,000 rapid charging points [104]. In the future, more BEVs per charging point can be assumed [105, 106], also due to larger ranges [107]. For comparison: in Norway, the ratio of BEVs to rapid charging points is already about 130 today [104]. This implies that fewer than 50,000 charging points would be needed for 5 million BEVs. The expansion of rapid charging infrastructure should therefore be determined by the market in order to guarantee cost efficiency and avoid creating overcapacities.

At present, as well as enlarging the infrastructure network, there is a focus on increasing the charging capacity from 50 up to 350 kW in order to significantly reduce charging times. However, this is associated with higher costs and lower charging efficiencies. With increasing battery capacities and charging power, the demand for rapid charging points will decrease proportionally, and this should be taken into account when planning further expansion.

Public charging with low capacity is probably less important, and business models without additional services are not likely to develop in the future [108]. In the long term, however, public charging infrastructure will also be needed for electric car users who do not have their own garage or designated parking space. An interesting substitute may be to install charging points at shopping centers like supermarkets or furniture stores as well as in multi-story car parks or leisure facilities.

Rapid charging infrastructure is probably primarily needed in Germany for longer journeys exceeding the EV’s range. These can already be operated economically with only small service charges and a low utilization of about two hours per day [103]. In Germany at present, there are about 50 electric cars (BEV) for each of the approx. 3,000 rapid charging points [104]. In the future, more BEVs per charging point can be assumed [105, 106], also due to larger ranges [107]. For comparison: in Norway, the ratio of BEVs to rapid charging points is already about 130 today [104]. This implies that fewer than 50,000 charging points would be needed for 5 million BEVs. The expansion of rapid charging infrastructure should therefore be determined by the market in order to guarantee cost efficiency and avoid creating overcapacities.

At present, as well as enlarging the infrastructure network, there is a focus on increasing the charging capacity from 50 up to 350 kW in order to significantly reduce charging times. However, this is associated with higher costs and lower charging efficiencies. With increasing battery capacities and charging power, the demand for rapid charging points will decrease proportionally, and this should be taken into account when planning further expansion.

Public charging with low capacity is probably less important, and business models without additional services are not likely to develop in the future [108]. In the long term, however, public charging infrastructure will also be needed for electric car users who do not have their own garage or designated parking space. An interesting substitute may be to install charging points at shopping centers like supermarkets or furniture stores as well as in multi-story car parks or leisure facilities.
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At present, as well as enlarging the infrastructure network, there is a focus on increasing the charging capacity from 50 up to 350 kW in order to significantly reduce charging times. However, this is associated with higher costs and lower charging efficiencies. With increasing battery capacities and charging power, the demand for rapid charging points will decrease proportionally, and this should be taken into account when planning further expansion.

Public charging with low capacity is probably less important, and business models without additional services are not likely to develop in the future [108]. In the long term, however, public charging infrastructure will also be needed for electric car users who do not have their own garage or designated parking space. An interesting substitute may be to install charging points at shopping centers like supermarkets or furniture stores as well as in multi-story car parks or leisure facilities.
Electric vehicles have the potential to achieve significant economic advantages compared to conventional passenger cars. Much depends on whether the cost reduction potentials of electric cars are realized, especially those of the batteries. Fiscal and taxation policy on fuels and electricity, which is currently unfavorable from the viewpoint of electric cars in Germany, will continue to have considerable influence as will the future funding policy.

10 Will we have enough electricity and are the electricity networks equipped for e-mobility?

If all the passenger cars in Germany (roughly 45 million) were powered by batteries, electricity demand would increase by about 20 percent. Forecasts predict about 7 to 10 million EVs on German roads by 2030. This is driven mainly by the EU fleet-wide emission limits for CO₂. This implies a more moderate electricity demand increase of 3 to 4.5 percent by 2030.

This will require adjustments to some electricity distribution networks and certain additional investments, but these will remain within manageable limits. The so-called diversity factor is around 30 percent, which means only 30 percent of electric vehicles plug in to charge at the same time. Considering that passenger cars are parked 95 percent of the time, the majority of them will charge at home or at the workplace (approx. 80 to 90 percent) and a power outlet is usually available there, managed charging is also feasible. This means that vehicles are charged at times when there is an electricity surplus. These are especially times with low electricity prices and high feed-in shares of renewable energies. This offers cost advantages on the one hand and contributes to a better integration of renewable energies into the system on the other hand. There is some uncertainty, however, about the extent to which users of electric vehicles will participate in such schemes [98].

Electric mobility continues to make an essential contribution to financing the expansion of the distribution networks through the grid use fees that every electricity consumer pays. Electric mobility increases electricity sales and the revenue from grid use fees. In comparison, the investments in power lines and transformers do not increase to the same extent. This means that there could even be a decrease in the specific electricity prices for households as a result of electric mobility [98].

In addition, it is currently being researched whether bottlenecks might occur at public fast-charging points along highways during periods with heavy holiday traffic and how to overcome these. It remains open to what extent locally restricted network expansion will be needed here, or whether buffering provided by stationary battery storage is better suited to this purpose.

Overall, therefore, the increased investments in distribution networks caused by electric mobility will remain manageable. They can be financed using the higher revenues from electricity sales. Managed charging should continue to be promoted to significantly reduce the required investments. It should be made possible to charge vehicles everywhere, but especially at peoples’ places of work and at their homes. Among other things, this will require a change to the tenancy and residential property law, which is currently hindering the expansion of charging infrastructure.

11 What role is played by the secondary use of vehicle batteries?

Used traction batteries have not played a major role so far on the relatively young electric mobility market. They will only become available as recycled goods once the market ramp-up has progressed and after about 10 to 15 years delay. Beforehand, batteries that no longer deliver the desired range or acceleration in traction applications could still be used in stationary applications. Space restrictions and high-current capability are not as important in these applications [129].

This type of secondary use is attractive because, compared to new batteries, it significantly reduces the carbon footprint linked to battery production [3, 4, 130]. Reusing the batteries also appears interesting with regard to the potentially low costs of used batteries. This is only possible if used batteries still meet the safety, reliability and residual useful life requirements of the secondary application.

There are two conceivable scenarios for phased-out traction batteries: exchanging the battery because it has reached its end-of-life in the vehicle, or removing the battery from a de-commissioned vehicle. In line with typical ramp-up scenarios, the battery capacity resulting from this could amount to 50 to 70 GWh annually in 2035 [83, 131, 132]. It remains open how many of these batteries will still be powerful enough to be reused in secondary applications. From a user perspective, it is also unclear at present typically when and why batteries reach their end-of-life in a vehicle. The warranties offered by OEMs suggest drivers can only claim a battery replacement if the range of the car drops to 70 to 80 percent of the nominal range in less than ten years or 150,000 km mileage. It is not yet possible to estimate what this means for vehicles older than ten years (which is the usual norm in Germany and the EU [133]). In view of the high expected costs for replacing the battery [134, 135] and the typical value development of used cars, it is entirely conceivable that drivers will continue to use them until the batteries are completely dead, at least for private short trips, which may be significantly below the 70 to 80 percent value of the nominal range. Such a battery would then probably no longer meet the requirements of most secondary applications and could only be recycled. It can therefore be expected that only a fraction of the decommissioned traction batteries will actually be used in secondary applications.

There would certainly be a demand for such batteries. Depending on the speed of renewable energy expansion, an annual additional capacity of approx. 10 to maximum 30 GWh of stationary energy storage could be necessary or desirable in the EU by 2035 [136]. The underlying applications would be suitable for older batteries with low energy density. Compared to new batteries, however, higher battery failure rates are expected and possibly a higher fire risk as well. Having been used for 10 to 15 years in a car, the batteries could reach their end-of-life in their secondary application after only a few years, implying a high replacement rate.

This could disqualify small and decentralized battery storage systems for second-life battery use, as these systems, in particular, require high reliability and long maintenance intervals. This would rule out using second-life batteries for the rapidly growing home storage market. Larger industrial or grid-related [137] storage systems that are still rare today but could become much more relevant in the future, are of a size that would permit redundant battery capacities and the occasional failure of individual battery modules. Second-life batteries would have to be cheap enough to pay for this redundancy (less than 50 percent of the costs of a new battery [138]). Unlike new batteries, the costs of such batteries are determined solely by the efforts required to integrate the used modules and systems into the new storage system. These costs increase with the increasing complexity of assessing and, where necessary, disassembling the used batteries. If different second-life batteries are to be controlled in one large storage, there may be compatibility problems due to individual and not yet standardized battery management systems.
systems. Potential business models are currently being tested in isolated pilot projects that generally only use one type of battery, for example, taken from a single vehicle model. From today’s perspective, it is not yet possible to judge to what extent it will become the norm that batteries get a second life in stationary applications after reaching the end of their useful life in vehicles [132, 139]. More research is needed here.

What happens to the used batteries?

Within the European Union, the directives 2000/53/EC and 2006/66/EC regulate the recovery of lithium-ion batteries (LIB) from end-of-life vehicles. The former deals with end-of-life vehicles. It is mandatory to remove and handle parts with higher hazard potentials separately, such as the battery of an electric car. This is regulated in the Battery Directive 2006/66/EC, which stipulates an extended liability for battery producers. They must finance the costs for collecting, treating and recycling batteries. Vehicle batteries are listed under industrial batteries. Since 2016, Member States must achieve minimum collection rates of 45 percent. With regard to the recycling process, LIB fall under the category of “other batteries”, for which only 50 percent of the average weight has to be recycled. Germany stated a collection rate of 48 percent for used batteries in 2018, and a recycling efficiency of 84 percent for the category of other batteries. The currently valid battery directive will not be suitable for the expected increase in the importance of LIB from the electric mobility sector. A revision is expected with specific regulations for vehicle batteries [20, 140, 141]. Recycling small lithium-ion batteries is already established in Europe. However, the LIB used in vehicles are much larger and heavier and store much more energy than the batteries used in electrical devices. This makes safe and environmentally-friendly recycling more complex and costly [142]. Alternative methods have been explored in various publicly funded R&D projects or are already offered commercially (for example, Umicore, Batrec, Duesenfeld, Retriev Technologies etc. [143, 144]). Recycling is considered technically feasible in principle. However, additional optimization is required given the background of changing cell chemicals and battery designs. Regardless of the recycling method used, different safety aspects must be considered when dismantling, storing and transporting the batteries [142]. The most valuable assets are the metals cobalt and nickel followed by copper. To reach the required mass-based recycling rate for batteries, recovering iron/steel and aluminum is also very important [145].

Umicore’s LIB recycling installation on an industrial pilot scale can handle up to 7,000 tonnes per year. It is currently one of the largest plants in the world for recycling LIB [146, 147]. Copper, cobalt and nickel are recovered from the LIB modules/cells. Lithium is recovered subsequently using a lithium processor. The housing (copper wiring, steel, plastics etc.) and electronics (printed circuit boards) are also treated in separate processes [146, 148]. Other concepts rely on a stronger, mainly mechanical pretreatment of the LIB before the resulting fractions undergo further hydrometallurgical or pyrometallurgical treatment [140, 143]. There are no data available on the plant capacities of these alternative concepts.

At present, little is known about the economic efficiency of recycling automotive LIB. Many processes are still being operated on a small scale or are not specifically designed for these batteries. The revenue for dismantling is estimated at 210 to 240 euros per tonne batteries, half of which is for the aluminum contained, a quarter for steel and another quarter for the copper recycled from wires and circuit boards. Actually recycling the cells requires much more complex processes, for which there is currently no cost data available from industry. In addition, the economic efficiency of cell recycling depends on the chemical composition of the battery. For example, the value of the metals contained in lithium iron phosphate-based cells (or lithium ferrophosphate LFP) is less than half of those in cobalt and nickel-based cells (NMC, NCA). The current trend towards decreasing amounts of cobalt contained in NMC batteries could make profitable recycling in the future even harder [140, 143].

Data on the environmental assessment of recycling processes are also very limited at present. Currently available assessments show an advantage of recycling in terms of the greenhouse gas potential, but are partially based on laboratory-scale data [140, 149, 150].
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